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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A transaction managing apparatus, /comprising:

a transaction defining unit for defining a

plurality of kinds of unsettled transaction types by

,
\-

combining a plurality of predetermined categories^ and

a management control unit for ^designating one of

said plurality of kinds of unsettled transaction types

by an interactive operation with r^^^op&r^tor^ain<3i

managing and controlling processes in a lump from the

start of the transaction to the/ end.

2 . An apparatus according

transaction defining unit

transaction types by combj_n

timing, the presence or a

prepayment, and a deliver

categories.

t© claim 1, wherein said

Brines the unsettled

ng at least a sales sum-up

Sejce of necessity of

jet^iod of goods as said

3. An apparatus according "to claim 2, wherein as said

20 unsettled transaction t/ypes, said transaction defining

unit defines at least P£^_of : .....i^^v

an unsettled transaction of\^prepaymentJof a total

amount, namely, a deferred pickup transaction on the

principle of occurrence in which sales are summed up

25 upon occurrence of /the transaction;

an unsettled transaction of prepayment of a total

amount, namely, a /deferred pickup transaction on the
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principle of completion in which salds are summed up

upon completion of the transaction;

an unsettled transaction of deferred payment sales

for a specific customer, namely, a /deferred payment

transaction on the principle of occurrence in which

sales are summed up upon occurrence of the transaction;

and

an unsettled transaction df deferred payment sales

for a specific customer, riame3^, a deferred payment

transaction on the principle jof completion in which

sales are summed up upon/ completion of the transaction,

4. An apparatus accordimg to claim wherein said

transaction defining unitt Jfcorms type code information

having a combination/of categbries in which a sales

sum-up timing is s,et to f[ tinvyag upon occurrence of the

transaction, a prepayment \of a total amount is

20

necessary, and a delivery of goods is set to a

postdelivery with respect to said deferred pickup

transaction on the principle of occurrence.

25

5. An apparatus according to claim 4, wherein in the

(5ase where said deferred pickup transaction on the

principle of occurrence is selected as an unsettled

transaction type, said management control unit:

sequentially executes, as processes upon

prepayment, an issue of an incomplete transaction slip
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registration of goods, a registration of an amount of

payment, a confirmation of a payment of a total amount,

an error display in case of unpayraent, an issue of a

customer copy with said slip numl/er, and a sum-up of

sales amounts; and

sequentially executes , as Processes upon delivery,

a display of incomplete transaction information by an

input of the slip number J a registration of a delivery,

and a termination of the] incomplete transaction.

/a\ ti

6 . An apparatus accord

transaction defining uni

having a combination of

sum-up timing is set ix>

transaction, a prep^ym^fnt

necessary, and a d

postdelivery with

transaction on the prfincipl

to claim /3\, wherein said

ilivyfery

respect

orms type code information

ories in which a sales

upon completion of the

of a total amount is

pf goods is set to a

o said deferred pickup

of completion.

7. An apparatus according to claim 6, wherein in the

case where said deterred pickup transaction on the

principle of completion is selected as an unsettled

transaction type,/ said management control unit:

sequentially executes, as processes upon

prepayment, an iissue of an incomplete transaction slip

of a delivery date of goods, anumber, an input

1/
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registration of goods, a registration/ of an amount of

payment, a confirmation of a payment/ of a total amount,

an error display in case of unpayment, and an issue of

a customer copy with said slip nuiriber; and

sequentially executes, as processes upon delivery,

a display of incomplete transaction information by an

input of the slip number, a registration of a delivery,

a sum-up of sales amounts, anp a termination of the

incomplete transaction

.

8 . An apparatus accor

transaction defining u

having a combination od:

sum-up timing is set to

transaction, a prepa

ding to claim 3, wherein said

lit /forms type code information

{ategories in which a sales

timing upon occurrence of the

ht mecessary, and a

delivery of goods As set to a predelivery with respect

to said deferred/paynjenjt transaction on the principle

of occurrence.

20 9. An apparatus according to claim 8, wherein in the

case where said deferred payment transaction on the

principle of occurrence is selected as an^unsettled

transaction type/ said management control unit:

sequentially executes, as processes upon

25 prepayment, an issue of an incomplete transaction slip

number, an inpu/t of a delivery date of goods, a

registration of goods, a registration of an amount of
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payment including a zero payment:, an issue of a

customer copy with said slip number,/ a sum-up of sales

amounts, and a registration of a delivery; and

sequentially executes, as processes upon payment,

a display of incomplete transaction information by the

input of said slip number, a registration of an amount

of payment, and in case of a ze^ro balance, a

termination of the incomplete/ transaction.

10. An apparatus according /to claim 3, wherein said

transaction defining und/i;

having a combination of

sum-up timing is set to

forms type code information

qj^tegories in which a sales

timing upon completion of the

transaction, a prepaymeji^ \is unnecessary, and a

edelivery with respectdelivery of goods is/se

to said deferred pyaymer)^ transaction on the principle

of completion.

11. An apparatus acqbrdimg to claim 10, wherein in the

20 case where said deferred payment transaction on the

principle of completion is selected as an unsettled

transaction type, said management control unit:

sequentially executes, as processes upon

prepayment, an isspe of an incomplete transaction slip

25 number, an input off a delivery date of goods, a

registration of goods, a registration of an amount of

payment including/ a zero payment, an issue of a
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customer copy with said slip number, ^nd a registration

of a delivery; and

sequentially executes, as processes upon payment,

a display of incomplete transaction information by the

input of said slip number, a registration of an amount

of payment, a sum-up of sales amounts in case of a zero

balance, and a termination of tjne incomplete

transaction

.
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12 • An apparatus accor<

said transaction d<

transaction management t

ing

fii

incomplete transaction 1

a payment information m

basic management

incomplete transaction/

s

transaction seria

time of occurren

amount of down payment

o claim 1, wherein:

ing unit has an incomplete

e, a type code table, an

iAe item information table, and

:orme

nuij

lagement table;
-4-Z.

an^such as) store number,

Lip number, type code,

be r upon occurrence, date and

ust Dmer number, requested amount,

, Dalance, scheduled delivery

date, delivery completion flag, sum-up

possible/impossible flag, totalization completion flag,

arid the like, is st/ored in said incomplete transaction

management table

;

said type code table is designated by a type code

of said incomplete transaction management table, and

category combination informations such as s^um-up timing,

prepayment necessary/unnecessary flag, predelivery
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possible/impossible flag, method of tender, delivering
v^i**

method, .and the like^ is stored in said type code table;

said incomplete transaction li^e item information

table is designated by an incjpmplefte transaction slip

number in said incomplete tre^Lsayction management table,

and goods management informatJ

unit price, quantity, discoun;

like^is stored in said incoi

information table; and

said payment infor

designated by an incompl

/iysuch asjgoods code,

information/^and the

latzro]

!te

ransaction line item

management table is

transaction slip number in

said incomplete transaction management table, and
- - acv

payment management information such as date and time of

payment, paid amount, /kind of tender ,

-^

and the ^--^^ -*-s

stored in said paymer/t information management table.

13. An apparatus according to claim (^12, wherein on the

basis of each table information of said transaction

defining unit, said management control unit displays a

list showing the incomplete transactions, a list of the

customers who do not /come to receive goods even after

the scheduled deli^ry date, a list of the customers

who do not come t# pay after the term of payment, a
^

—

~4l2^
list of the payment situations /'and the like\ as a whole

list or every

14. A transaction managing method for a POS terminal,
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transaction types by

predetermined categor

designating one

unsettled transactioi l

with the operator)and

management program

program comprises

defining a plu

transaction types by1
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comprising the steps £>f

:

defining a plurality of kinds of unsettled

combining a plurality of

:ies; and

of said plurality of kinds of

types by an interactive operation

managing and controlling

from the beginning of theprocesses in a lump

transaction to the ehd.

15. A recording medium which stores a transaction

wherein said transaction management

steps of

:

ity of kinds of unsettled

ng a plurality of

said plurality of kinds of

predetermined categories; and

designating one pf

unsettled transaction \types by an interactive operation

with operator and managing and controlling

processes in a lump ::rom the beginning of the

transaction to the end.

16. A transaction system in which a plurality of

terminal apparatuses are connected through a network to

25 a server for managinc transaction information, wherein

each of said terminal apparatuses comprises:

a transaction defining unit for defining a

\
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plurality of kinds of unsettled transaction types by

Df predetermined categories; and

unit for designating one of

\pf unsettled transaction types

and

combining a plurality

a management cont

said plurality of kind

by an interactive

managing and control/ling processes in a lump from the

beginning of the transaction to the end.
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